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The Three Parts of the 

Sales Process 

here are three parts to the selling process.  The first part to the selling process 
is you.  The second part to the selling process is your product or service.   The 
third part to the selling process is technique.   

What do most traditional sales training talk about; what do they talk about the most out 
of those three things?  Technique.  When you go to a sales training program they’re 
teaching you technique. 

The Psychic Sales Toolkit definitely discusses technique, but here’s the most important 
part of the whole process.   

Number one is you; it’s your belief in yourself.   

It’s the confidence that you exude.   Selling is a transference of emotion; so if you don’t 
believe in yourself that’s a real problem.  Because the prospect is going to feel that; you 
need to have supreme confidence in yourself.  That doesn’t mean to be cocky; that 
means to have supreme confidence in yourself.   

And we’ll be talking about ways that you can generate that both with technique, and 
also just subconsciously.   

The next most important thing is your belief in your product or your service.   

As an example, let me tell you about one of the best sales people I’ve ever known; I got 
into radio advertising sales, and one of the best sales people I ever met was a guy 
named Rick.  He’s actually my brother-in-law now; and he was a top salesperson at the 
radio station by far and away.  

And as a new salesperson I was really excited to go out on calls with him to see his 
technique; this guy must have the best closes on the planet.  He must know how to 
overcome every objection.  So I went out and I sat with him, and he was like…I didn’t 
see anything.  There was no technique.  He was just talking, and his prospects were 
happy to talk to him, and all of a sudden he walked out with this huge sale.  I’m like 
how is that possible.  How is it possible if he sold with no technique more than 
everybody else?   

Why?  Because he totally believed at his core that radio advertising was the best thing 
that this person could buy. 
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While everybody else, literally every other salesperson in the department did not have 
that belief. In fact we would talk about it.  They did not have the belief that this was 
absolutely the best thing that our clients could have.  But he had the belief.  He had 
some technique, but it wasn’t about technique.  He went in with full confidence in 
himself first of all.  You walked in and there was this massively confident guy.  And 
when he talked about this you were engaged and you just totally believed him.  Why?  
Not because really of the words he said, but the feeling that came out of him. 

Also, he would not…and here’s the other key point, he would not sell a client 
something that wasn’t exactly perfect for them.  That’s why he made huge sales.  He 
wasn’t doing it from a point of “I want to make huge sales,” he was doing it from a 
point of “You need this; this is the package that you need.”   

And while other people (including me, especially when I was first starting) were happy 
just to make the sale.  So we would sell the person just a little bit to make the sale, 
because it was easier. 

But he knew that a little bit wasn’t really going to work for the prospect or his client.  
So he sold them what they needed.  So that’s the third thing; your belief in your 
product or your service.  And then the next thing is technique; yes you do need some 
sales technique.  Technique absolutely helps; so we’re going to be talking a lot about 
that as well.  

Belief in Yourself -> Belief in Product -> Technique 

But this is the order; your belief in yourself, your belief in your product or your service, 
and then technique.  

So there’s some beliefs that you need to adopt and the first of course is that your 
product or your service absolutely fills a want, need or desire.   

That your product or service absolutely is important to the prospect or to your client. 

Remember that people buy based on emotion and then they defend the sale with logic. 
People buy totally based on emotion and then they defend the sale with logic.  So, you 
need to appeal to their emotions; regardless of what you’re selling it is an emotional 
sale.  The guy that’s buying the $100,000 computer system for his company; it’s still an 
emotional sale. 

But you must give logical reasons so he’ll defend the sale; well we’ll go over that as well.  
So by that what I mean is yes you get his emotions to make the sale, but he’s got to 
have logical reasons that he can tell himself and his wife and his co-workers and 
everything why he needed that.   

Let’s just take a car for example.   
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Why would anybody buy a Mercedes, which is $120,000 when they can buy a little car 
for $9000 that gets them to the same place? 

I did this.  It’s unbelievable; all this stuff works on me as well. I remember when I got 
my first really nice car.  I went out to buy it and there was no possible reason that I 
needed to buy a $60,000 car; none.  I work out of my house.  I barely leave my house; 
I’m just there, and barely… at this time I wasn’t traveling or anything like that.  But, I 
literally justified buying this $60,000 car because I was saying, “I wonder if I ever have 
to go pick up a client at the airport?  This car would be perfect!”   

I had never picked up a client at the airport ever, but I had to have some logical 
reasons why I was making the emotional decision that I wanted that car.  So, that’s 
that.   

You Never “Sell” Anything to Anyone 

Now the next thing is that you don’t want to sell anything to anyone.  Write that down.  
You don’t want to sell anything to anyone.  

That’s kind of weird right, we’re talking about a sales training course; I’m saying not to 
sell anything to anyone?  No.   

You want to find out what people want and give it to them. 

That’s the whole key.  Remember, people don’t buy what they need, people buy what 
they want.  So if you’re selling financial services don’t sell them what they need, sell 
them what they want, and that all comes back to emotion.  What a lot of people do is 
they talk about rates of return; all of that’s important, and you need all of that, but 
that’s not important unless you appeal to the emotions first.   

And we talk about in the Psychic Sales Toolkit, how to elicit your client’s outcome. 

So you want to write that down:  elicit your client’s outcome.   

Meaning:  “How do you figure out what the outcome is that your prospect wants?” 
Even if they’re not very willing to give it to you at first; there’s ways that you can elicit 
their outcome even if they’re kind of reluctant.   

Let’s dig in a bit more on that second key belief – that you are absolutely the best 
person to provide your product or your service to your customer, and really truly 
believe that you are the best. 

Now everyone raised their hand, everybody’s saying, “Oh yeah I believe that, I believe 
that.”  But, that’s not always necessarily true; it’s easy to say, but is it truly embedded 
deep down and internal?  We’re going to be talking about that and how you can 
develop that belief.   
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The next thing is that you’re not a “Salesman,” you are instead a Trusted Advisor and 
Friend.  A trusted advisor and friend; that’s another belief that you want to adopt.   

Embrace These Beliefs Into EVERYTHING You Do! 

And here is a key; you want to be able to associate your beliefs in the value of your 
products/services – and your positioning as someone they can trust to give them the 
straight scoop on those programs – to the long-term benefits that your prospect will 
receive once they become your client, and that they will get from using your product or 
service. 

You want to do this association every single day before you go out in the field to sell; 
whether you’re selling on the telephone or one-to-one or in front of a group or 
whatever it is.  You want to fully associate to what your product actually does; what 
your service actually does for someone.   

And not everyone has a deep meaning of what their product or service does. 

Some are very apparent; for other people it may not be as apparent.  For example, let’s 
say you sell insurance…  What is the long-term benefit…really the benefit of someone 
getting insurance from you?   I want you to be client focused; think about the 
emotional benefit…what is the emotional benefit that they get?   

I want you to associate exactly what you’re doing and the importance of what you’re 
doing.   

So in the case of insurance if this person dies you’ve helped take care of their family.  

You really and truly want to associate the emotional benefits of what you’re doing.  
When you go out there to sell, first of all, that’s going to come through you and it’s 
going to make you feel great and want to do it.   

This is a very small technique, but every day just think about it, “because here’s what 
I’m really doing for people and their families…” and if you really get that emotional 
feel of that it’s going to make your selling much more powerful. 
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Note:  This report was excerpted from Dave Dee’s latest program on sales  
“The Psychic Salesperson – Speakers Edition.”  Elements of this toolkit 
include: 

 A 128 page manual loaded with easy to follow instructions on every aspect 
of the Psychic Sales systems and strategies 

 Ten (10) audio CDs that lead you step-by-step so nothing is ever left to 
guesswork or chance. 

 Presentation Structure Quick Reference AND PowerPoint Template:   

 Customer Profile Quick Reference:   To make it E-A-S-Y for you to go 
DEEP into the mind of your customer 

 BONUS Report and Audio CD:  “Rehearsal Strategies"   

 And much More! 
 

About Dave Dee:  
Dave Dee started his career in radio where he worked in promotions and wrote 
commercials, quickly moving into sales. After owning several businesses - 
including a very successful stint as a professional mentalist / mindreader - he's 
spent the past 15 years inspiring, teaching and coaching entrepreneurs and 
business owners. Through his passion for magic, sales, speaking and helping 
business owners, "The Psychic Salesperson" is focused on helping others live the 
life of their dreams through the power of speaking and selling to groups of any 
size.  
 
Free Sales Training Newsletter  
Sign Up Now for my "Exceptional Sales Power (ESP) Newsletter" to learn how to 
ethically read & control the minds of your prospects to generate more sales of 
your products, services or ideas.  
 
Go to www.davedee.com  and sign up today. 
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